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ABSTRACT We have applied multiple site optical recording of transmembrane voltage (MSORTV) to patterned growth cultures
of heart cells to analyze the effect of geometry per se on impulse propagation in excitable bssue, with cellular and subcellular
resolution. Extensive dye screening led to the choice of di-8-ANEPPS as the most suitable voltage-sensitive dye for this
application; it is internalized slowly and permits optical recording with signal-to-noise ratios as high as 40:1 (measured peak-
to-peak) and average fracbonal fluorescence changes of 15% per 100 mV. Using a x 100 objective and a fast data acquisition
system, we could resolve impulse propagation on a microscopic scale (15 pm) with high temporal resolution (uncertainty of +5
ps). We could observe the decrease in conduction velocity of an impulse propagating along a narrow cell stand as it enters
a region of abrupt expansion, and we could explain this phenomenon in terms of the microarchitecture of the tissue. In ntrast
with the elongated and aligned cells forning the narrow sbands, the cells forming the expansio were alied at randmn and
preserted 2.5 times as many cell-to-cell appositions per unit lngth. f the decrease in conduction velocity results entirely from
this increased number of cell-to-cell boundaries per unit length, the mean activation delay introduced by each boundary can
be estimated to be 70 ps. Using this novel expenmental system, we could also demonstrate the elctical coupling of fibroblasts
and endotheloid cells to myocytes in culture.
INTRODUCTION
The normal pump function of the heart depends upon the
rapid and sequential activation of atria and ventricles. De-
terminations of the pattern of activation were undertaken as
early as 1914 when Sir Thomas Lewis recorded the spread
of excitation using a "roving" probe (Lewis et al., 1914). A
complete picture of the activation of the heart was first given
by Durrer et al. (1970), who determined the spatial pattern
of excitation by employing multiple extracellular electrodes
on human hearts. Since then, arrays of extracellular elec-
trodes have provided the methodological background for a
wide variety of investigations concerning normal as well as
disturbed macroscopic impulse propagation (Wit et al., 1982;
Ursell et al., 1985; Brugada et al., 1991; Pollard et al., 1993;
Witkowski et al., 1994). Although this approach provided
insights into a variety ofmechanisms governing macroscopic
impulse propagation, the low spatial resolution of the re-
cording arrays rendered it incapable of yielding information
concerning the dependence of microscopic impulse propa-
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gation on the structural arrangement of individual myocytes.
This dependence was suggested, based on indirect evidence,
more than a decade ago (Spach et al., 1981; Spach and
Kootsey, 1983) but, in the absence of an appropriate ex-
perimental model, the possible influence of the discrete
structure of cardiac tissue on propagation has been studied
primarily by means of computer simulations (Rudy and
Quan, 1987; Henriquez and Plonsey, 1987; Murphey et al.,
1991a, b; Rudy and Quan, 1991; Shumaker et al., 1993).
Only recently have there been attempts to increase the spatial
resolution of extracellular arrays for mapping the spread of
excitation at the single cell level in either cultures of myo-
cytes (Israel et al., 1990) or in intact tissue (Spach et al.,
1990).
Experiments designed to investigate the structure-function
relationship between the cellular architecture of the excitable
tissue and impulse propagation obviously must include the
controlled variation of the structure of the network formed
by individual myocytes, and should permit recording of the
emerging patterns of electrical activity at high spatial (cel-
lular/subcellular) and temporal resolution. The first condi-
tion was satisfied with the development of a method that
allowed for precise geometrical patterning of the growth of
myocytes in monolayer culture (Rohr et al., 1991). This sys-
tem permits the design of 2-dimensional cell-networks hav-
ing arbitary geometry, and has the advantage that individual
cells contributing to the function of the entire ensemble can
be readily identified. In the present paper, we descnibe the
application of a system for multiple site optical recording of
transmembrane voltage (MSORTV) that meets the second
condition, viz., the mapping of impulse propagation at high
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temporal and spatial resolution in these patterned cell en-
sembles. The MSORTV system is based on the use of po-
tentiometric dyes (Cohen and Salzberg, 1978) that, although
employed mainly in neurophysiology (Salzberg, 1983; Salz-
berg, 1989), have also found important application in cardiac
electrophysiology (Salama and Morad, 1976; Morad and
Salama, 1979; Sawanobori et al., 1981; Dillon and Morad,
1981; Windisch et al., 1985; Rosenbaum et al., 1991; Loew
et al., 1992; Pertsov et al., 1993; Witkowski et al., 1994; for
review, see Kamino, 1991). The optical determination of
electrical activity in thin preparations by means of voltage
sensitive dyes has several advantages over the use of extra-
cellular electrodes: (i) it reports transmembrane voltage
changes originating exclusively from the region imaged by
a single photodetector in an array, permitting a precise spa-
tially resolved picture of voltage fluctuations; (ii) the spatial
resolution of this technique is theoretically limited only by
the optical magification, the size of each photodetector, and
signal-to-noise considerations; (iii) because transmembrane
voltage changes are monitored, optical recordings provide
clearly defined reference parameters (e.g., dV/dt max. or the
time of 50% depolarization) with which microscopic acti-
vation maps can be constructed; (iv) the optical approach is
extremely flexible, permitting one to switch rapidly to any
location of interest in a preparation, or to increase/decrease
the spatial resolution according to the objectives of a specific
experiment. Disadvantages compared with extracellular
electrodes include phototoxic effects resulting from free radi-
cal production by the excited states of the dyes, which can
limit recording times.
The present paper descnibes the development of a fluo-
rescence measurement technique suitable for monolayer cul-
tures of cardiac myocytes with the aim of recording electrical
activity with variable spatial resolution from the multicel-
lular to the subcellular scale. We will discuss the measures
required to optimize the staining and illumination conditions,
and we will detail the limits of the method in terms of pho-
totoxic effects. Finally, we will present data that suggest that
impulse propagation in cultures of cardiac myocytes is de-
pendent on the packing arrangement of the cells, and we will
show that myocytes are electrically coupled to nonmyocytes
of cardiac origin, i.e., to fibroblasts and endotheloid cells.
Part of this work has previously been published in abstract
form (Rohr and Salzberg, 1992a).
MUATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell cultures
Cultures were established according to a slightly modified conventional
technique (Rohr et al., 1991). Briefly, 8-10 neonatal rats (Sprague-Dawley,
Charles River Laboratories) were anesthetized with ether (Fisher Scentific,
Pittsburgh, PA), and the hearts were quickly removed and placed in ice-cold
Hank's balanced salt solution lacking Ca2l and Mg`- (Gibco BRL, Grand
Island, NY). The lower two-thirds of the ventricles were minced into pieces
approximately 1 mm on a side, and were transferred to a dissociation so-
lution consisting of Hank's balanced salt solution, again lacking Ca2nd
Mg2+, 0.1% trypsin (Boehringer, Indianapli, IN), 60 pg/ml panreatin
(Sigma Chemical Co., SL Louis, MO), 20 pg/mI streptomycin, and 20
itmI penicillin (Fakola, Basel, Switzerland). This supensio was gently
stirred at 350C for 15 min and, after settling of the tissue fagments, he
supernatant of the fist dissociatio was discaded and stirring was resumed
after addition of fresh dissoaton son. This cycle was repeated unti
the tissue fragment were fully dissociated (3-4 cycles). The supernatant cell
suspensions of each of these subsequent dissociation cycles were collected,
temporarily stored on ice, and finally centrifuged. The resulting cell pellets
were resuspended in culture medium, combined and filtered thrbo a cotton
mesh (Flawa AG, Flawil, Switzeand). The culture medium consised of
M199 with Hank's salts (Gibco BRL), 10% newbom calf serum (Hyclone,
Logan, UT), 1.5 p.M vitamin B12 (Sigma), 20 pLg/ml steptomycin, and 20
units/ml penicillin (Fakola). The resulting cell suspension was tranferred
to cell cuture flask (Gibeo BRL) and was preincubated for 2 h in an
incubator at 350C in a water-saturated atmosphere of ambient air and 1.4%
CO2 to remove fibroblasts and endotheloid cells (Hyde et al., 1969). There-
after, the cell density was determined with a hemocytometer and cells were
plated at 2000 cells/mm2. Medim exchanges were performed every other
day with culture medium containing 5% newborm calf serunm Patterned
growth was obtained by plating the cells onto #O coverslips precoated with
patterns of a light-sensitive resin (photoresist) that rejected adhesion of cells
(Rohr et al., 1991).
Expeimental protocol
Tlhe cover slipswith adherent cell cultures were traserred to a temperature-
controlled superfusion chamber (Rohr, 1986) and were mounted on the
miroscope stage. Because objectives with short working distances and high
numerical apertures were used, the chamber was slightly modified so that
the thi coverslps themselves formed its bottom. The preparatons were
superfused by means of a Holter peristaltic pump (Critilon Corp, Tampa,
FL) at 5-10 mI/min with Hanks' balanced salt soluion (Gibco BRL) con-
taining (mM) NaCl 137, KCI 5.4, CaC12 1.3, MgSO4 0.8, NaHCO3 4.2,
KH2PO4 0.5, Na2HPO4 03, and Na-HEPES 10 (adjusted to pH 735 with
HCI). All experiments were carried out at 35°C. The screening of the dyes
was performed with spontaneously contacting cultures exhibiting beat rates
ranging between 50 and 150 beats/min. In a few additonal expenrments, the
culures were stimulated at a point with extracellular glass electrodes (Cor-
ing, tip diameter 3-5 pm) that were filled with a 3 M KCI-Agar solution
and were attached to ir ni s (Narishige Scientific Instrment
Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan; Zeiss MR-3 Mot, Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood,
NY). Impulses were generated by a stimulator (Grass Instrument Co.,
Quincy, MA) deliverimg square pulses of 1-ms duraton at twce threshold
intensity. Stim n electode(s) were positioned at least 1-2mm from the
optical recording site. This distance corresponds to 3-6 times the space
constant determined earlier in a similar culture system (360 pm; Jongsia
and van Rijn, 1972) and only permitted propagated action potentials to
invade the region under investigatio Then, s erfusion was halted and the
preparatios were stained with 2 ml of a solution of voltage-sensitive dyes
(c.f. below) for 3-5 min. After staining, the p ati were washed,
superfusionwas resumed, and experimentswere begun after an equEibration
period of 5-10 min. Conventional intracellular recordings were obtained
using glass microelectrodes filled with 3 M KCI (tip resistance around 10
MOhm) that were monmted on a micromanipulator and were connected to
an electrometer amplifier (Axoprobe LA, Axon Instments Inc., Foster
City, CA).
Dyes
Applying optical recording methods to heart cells in culture for the first time
forced us to screen a variety of absorption as well as fluorescent dyes.
Among the absorption dyes, we evaluated NK 3041 (=RH155; Grinvald et
aL, 1980), NK2761 (Kamino et al., 1981; Salzberg et al., 1983), NK2367
(Salzberg et al., 1977), WW781 (Ross et aL, 1977; Morad and Salama, 1979;
W-itkowski et al., 1994), and RH472. All of the fluorescent dyes tested
belonged to the class of fast potentiometric dyes of the styryl type: di-4
ANEPPS, di--ANEPPS, di-12-ANEPPS (kindly suppi;ed by Dr. Leslie
Loew) RH 160, RH 237, RH 246, RH 418, RH 421, RH 423, RH 1385, RH
1302 Biophyia Joia
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1405, RH 1413, RH 1419, RH 1422, and RH 1425 (indy supplied by Dr.
Amiram Grinvak and Rina Hkehi)Soeof these dyes are now avail-
able frm Moleaular Probes (Eugenc, OR) Stock soution (2-8 mgtml)
wre prepard eidrbydissolvingthe dyes inehnol orin a mixture of75%
wtw DMSO (Chempure brand- Curtin Inc, Housto,
TX) md 25% whw Phlunic F127 (BASF, Wyandte., MI) Iu a few cs,
the dyeswere dissolvedinasolvctangofa 1:1 (v) mixture ofthese
two stock sovents The stock soduions wer tighdy capped and stord in
a frezer. Fresh stainig soluions were prepared iatl before the
experiments by p amonts of the genty warmed stock
to Hanks' baued salt S The co_cetrato of the stock
solent in the final staining soutionwasewesry 0.5% ald wver xceeded
1%. Thbc fiding that the vales daerdmied optially for the upsoke and
coanductio velocity were within the range of values obtained during earlcr
miroelectrode studies (Rohr et al., 1991) suggests that neither the dye
nor its 'vehicle' had any adverse effects on these eectrophysiological
parameters-
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An overview of the measurement appartus is givcn in Fig. 1. The apparates
was built around an inveted mrope (M35, Zeiss, Oberdchen, Ger-
may), equipped fow qO ad attached to a lg mo t-
drivenX-YpF nSitio (Parson etaL, 1991) mountedonavlwatio isdation
tabl (Newport Corp.,Irie, CA). The lightfm a ungste h aogen
(250W, O(amAG, ;M ch, GeMnany)orfroaxeso short arc lamp (150
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(Omg Optii Inc, Brattleboo, VI) and deflected towards the ObjeCtive
bymeasofadidkoc mirror(Omega Optics Inc, Brateboro VT). IANg
wavelkgth fluorescence emission o the preparation-passedd gh the
didroic mirrorand a barrier filer (OG or RG gass; Schot Optical Glass
Co, Du)rya, PA) tht blcked the scanered xciitation light.fIhe e tatio
fihrs were -e bally ass inteferenc fibse and their 51-iflcation
will be expressed as CWIFWHI th this pWer (CWLI- centr
wavelength (mm); FWI.M ful width at half maxi_mu transmission (inm))
Shortpas interfence files will be denoted as <WL (WU cutoff wave-
lken (m)) and long filtms, which were genally Schott glA, will
be denoted as >WL (WI 50% ts s wavelngth (nm))
The ima of the preparation was projcted onto a 12 x 12 array of
siicon p -os (MD144-A C _nt Newbury Park, CA uuei
"PDA" in Fig. 1) flue individual sqare pixes of the array were 1.4 mm
on a side amd were separtd by 0.1 mm. The pixel area corronded to
receptive fiels in the object pla of 60 pm x 60 pm (X25 objective). 22
pm x 22 pm (X63 objective), and 15 pm X 15 pm (X100 objective). lhe
p re .sg aedby the cental 124 detecos were conveted to volt-
ages by first-stage apifi having ohm feedck reiss, and were
further anplified by an AC-oupied scond-sage (AC coupling time con-
stantof3 s)havingagainof50, reshing in moverallgain 5 X 10" V/A
(elkeronis shop, Yale University School of Medicine, Dqertment of
Physiology, New Haven, CT) Resting fluommnce wasmeanured in a DC-
coupled mode, with the second stage at unity gain- The noise was detector-
and amplifier-limited and was typically 0.6 pA RMS referred to the input
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The response time constant of each amplifier pair was individually fine-
tuned to achieve a uniform temporal response among all amplifiers. The RC
time constant chosen was 300 ps (3-dB point at 530 Hlz) and the range of
deviations from this mean value after tuning was ±15 pis. To increase the
homogeneity of response times even further, the temporal deviations among
the subset of amplifiers sampled at high speed (see below) were assessed
at the beginning and at the end of each experimental series by means of a
square light pulse from a light-emitting-diode (LED). The mean temporal
differences between 40 and 60% increase in light current among all am-
pliSers during this lED-plse were determined in increments of 2%, and
the average was used to correct the timing of the original signals. This
procedure further reduced the variability in response times among the am-
plifier pairs to less than ±5 ps.
The signals from all 124 diodes were multiplexed, digitized (maximum
rate of 2000 frames per s), and stored in a computer (VME-bus Motorola
68030 operating under Versados). Analog outputs from an arbitrarily se-
lectable subset of up to 16 channels were routed in parallel to a fast PC-based
data acquisition system (Northgate 486i Northgate Computer Systems,
Minneapolis, MN equipped with a Flash-12 model 1 data acquisition card
from Strawberry Tree Inc, Sunnyvale, CA). This data acquisition system
was capable of acquiring 1 million samples (12 bit) at variable conversion
rates upto 1 MHz. During the simultaneous data acquisitionfrom 16 chan-
nels, the maximal conversion rate per channel was 62.5 kHz. Because the
switching rate among the channels was fixed at 1 Ls, the delay between the
first and the last scanned channel was always fixed at 16 ps even at slower
than maximal conversion rates (burst sampling). This delay was parially
corrcted for by the timing correction routine described above. Data ac-
quisition rates were chosen according to the objectives of the experiments
and varied between 5 and 62-5 kHz.
The analysis of the acquired data was performed on a second PC (Macin-
tosh lci, Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA) using routines developed in a spread-
sheet program (Excel, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA). Data were
compensated for their offset and normalized for companson purposes. To
remove occasional spiles (most probably because of glitches occuringin
the analog-to-digital conversion process occurimg as single eventsin -1%
of the recordings), data were passed through a median filter encompassing
five consecutive values. This filter substituted outlying values by their clos-
est neighbors without affecting the rest of the data and,in particl, had
negligible impact on the rapidlyrising upstroke of the optically recorded
action potential.
Activation delays between recording sites of interest were determined as
the average of the differences in activationtimes at 11 evenly spaced in-
tervals between 40 and 60% of full action potential amplitude at each site.
Activation times at these discrete depolarization levels were obtained using
linear interpolation between nearest actually measured values (at least 6 in
the 40-60% depolarization range at an upstroke velocity of 200 V/s and a
sampling rate of 625 kHz).
The maximal slope of the fast positive deflection of the optical signal was
determined from the slope between adjacent measurement points. Because
the presence of noise sometimesintoduced false high slope values, char-
acterized as sudden jumps in the slope versustime graph, we also filtered
the data with a running average over three values. This procedure tended
to lower slightly the slope of data acquired at low conversion rates without
affecting, however, calculated activation delay times between individual
detectors. To express slope values in familiar units, we assumed, based on
previous measurements (Rohr et al., 1991) the action potential amplitude to
be 100 mV and expressed the slope in V/s accordingly. In general, this
procedure resultedin optcally recorded upstroke velocities that fell within
the range of those obtained previously using conventional microelectrode
impalements in patterned growth heart cells (70-200 V/s; Rohr et al., 1991).
High resolution images of the myocyte cultures were recorded with either
a 35-mm camera attached to the microscope (Contax 167 MP, Yashica Inc.,
Somerset, NJ) or with a CCD camera (Sony XC-77, Sony Corp., Paramus,
NJ) anached to the side port of a beam-splitting cube that was inserted into
thelight path of the mioscopein front of the photodetector array. This
arrangement is depicted schemtically in inset "VP' in Fig. 1. After passing
the beam-splitting cube(50% transmission:50% reflection; Carl Zeiss InIC.),
photodiode array and, after a further reflection by the beam splitting cube,
passed a zoom-lens system and were imaged by the CCD camera. Because
the 0.1 mm wide boundary regions between the photodiode array elements
are less reflective than the silicon diodes themselves, the preparations im-
aged with the CCD sensor carried a faint but distinct grid pattern that cor-
responded to the lnes separating indivdual diodes This permitted the pre-
cise localization of the "receptive fields" of indiviual diodes in the object
plane. To enhance the brightness of the images in cases of faintly stained
preparations, a front-surface mirror was anached at right angles to the beam
splitting cube and equidistant from the photodiode array. The position of this
mirror was carefully adjusted to obtain a perfect regisation of the images
reflected by the mirror and by the photodiode-array. By opening a shutter
in front of the mirror, the brightness of the reflected image from the
photodiode-array was enhanced by the overlaid secondary image from the
mirTor. However, because of the higher reflectivity of the mirror compared
with that of the photodiode-array, this brightness enhancement was often
accompanied by a loss of the grid lines. In these cases, we recorded two
images, one with and one without brightness enhancement, respectively.
Alternatively, a videomicrograph of the surface stucture of the array alone
was acquired at the beginning and, for control purposes, at the end of an
experimental series, and the grid pattern corresponding to the detector array
was digitally overlaid on the images of the preparations
The CCD camera was normally operated in automatic gain control mode.
A fixed gain was chosen during the course of photometric experiments.
Images from the CCD camera were recorded using a computer-based image
acquisition system connected to the video camera (Apple Macintosh lci,
equipped with a fiamegrabber, Ouickcapture, Data Translation Inc.,
Madboro, MA; image analysis software "Image," NIH, Bethesda, MD).
RESULTS
Dye selection: fractional fluorescence changes
and signal-to-noise considerations
The ideal potentiometric probe for a specific application is
a very sensitive transducer of changes intransmembrane po-
tential and has little or no tendency to harm the preparation
as the result of pharmacological or phototoxic side effects.
Because these properties generally vary for a specific dye
depending upon the preparation used (Waggoner and
Grinvald, 1977; Cohen and Salzberg, 1978; Salzberg, 1983;
Grinvald et al., 1988), it was necessary to screen a variety of
dyes for their suitability for this particular application. Pre-
liminary experiments were carried out with the absorbance
dyes NK 2761, NK 2367, WW 781, RH 155, and RH 472
without obtaining any useful optical signal related to trans-
membrane voltage changes. However, most of the fluores-
cent dyes tested (di-4-ANEPPS, di-8-ANEPPS, RH 160, RH
237, RH 246, RH 421, RH 423, RH 1385, RH 1405, RH
1413, RH 1419), all of which belong to the class of fast styryl
dyes, behaved as more or less successful transducers oftrans-
membrane voltage changes. Not surprisingly, dyes that
stained the cell membranes intensely, resulting in a bright
enhancement of the cell borders, were also the dyes that gave
the best optical signals (Grinvald et al., 1982; Chien and Pine,
1991). The sensitivity of the dyes for detecting transmem-
brane voltage changes was assessed by measuring the frac-
tional change in fluorescence (AFIF) in response to spon-
taneous action potentials generated in myocyte monolayers,
and the data for the most sensitive dyes are summarized in
Table 1. Fluorescence was excited with a tungsten halogen
lamp, and thepreparations were imaged with ax63 (1.4
the projecting rays from the mi'croscope were partially reflected from the N . i m eso betv ZisPaao.Tevle
1304 Biophyia Jtmal
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Mulftiple Site Opti Recording
TABLE 1 Fatonal fluoresece change per action potenil amplitde (-100 mV)
Staining Mlluminalion Fracional change
Staining Excitation Dichroic Emission AF/F (%) AF/F
conc. bandpass mirror (longpass) (per -100 mV) max.
Dye Stock solvent (pg/mi) (nm) (nm) (nm) mean ± SE (%) n
di+-ANEPPS DMSO/F127 40 520(90) 580 >590 103 + 1.8 123 4
di-4-ANEPPS EtOH/DMSO/F127 40 540(60) 580 >590 6.8 ± 2.7 10.8 6
RH 423 EtOH 20 520(90) 600 >610 85 ±2.7 12.0 4
RH 421 EtOH 20 520(90) 600 >610 4.4_ 03 4.8 3
RH 160 EtOH 5 520(90) 600 >610 25±0.4 3.1 5
Specifictions for excitation filter wavelength of bandpass filter (FWHM = full width at half-maximum transmission).
represent the average of the AF/F-maxima obtained in n de-
terminations with 16 measurement sites each, and the per-
centage change can be referred to a transmembrane volt-
age change of approximately 100 mV, the typical
amplitude of action potentials in this culture system (Rohr
et al., 1991). Although all of the dyes exhibited good
voltage sensitivity, RH 423 with a maximal fractional
fluorescence change of 12.0% and di-8-ANEPPS with
12.3% were the most effective optical transducers of
membrane potential. Because the optical filters were se-
lected to maximize the absolute signal amplitude and,
thereby, the signal-to-noise ratio, the values of AF/F re-
ported could have been improved, at the expense of the
signal-to-noise ratio, by using narrower bandwidth ex-
citation and emission filters. This was verified in later
experiments where, using the brighter 150W xenon short
arc lamp, excitation bandwidths could be narrowed to 50
nm (FWHM) and average AF/F ratios measured in prepa-
rations stained with di-8-ANEPPS ranged between 15 and
18%. The highest fractional fluorescence change per ac-
tion potential ever observed reached 22.3%, and was
measured in a monolayer stained with 80 ;Lg/ml di-8-
ANEPPS (excitation: 530(50) nm; dichroic mirror: 600
nm; emission filter: RG610).
To determine the direction and velocity of individual
propagating impulses at the cellular level, it was imperative
that the signal-to-noise ratio be large enough to record es-
sentially undisturbed action potential upstrokes during single
shot experiments, from which reliable activation delays
could be determined. The signal-to-noise ratio is propor-
tional to the fractional fluorescence change for a given trans-
membrane voltage change, and is proportional to the amount
of total fluorescence if the measurements are, as was the case
in our apparatus, limited by the noise (3.6 pA peak-to-peak)
arising from the photodetector-amplifier combination. After
identifying the dye exvhibiting the highest AF/F ratio, we
attempted to increase the overall fluorescence. This was
achieved by (i) using relatively wide-band excitation filters
and by (ii) introducing a brighter illumination source. Al-
though wider-band excitation caused a decrease in AF/F, the
resulting increase in total signal size more than compensated
for this effect. For example, replacement of the 530(50) ex-
citation filter by a filter with a wider bandwidth (530(70))
resulted in a decrease in the mean AF/F from 18%/100 mV
(n = 9) to 9%/100 mV (n = 3), whereas the signal-to-noise
ratio, referred to the action potential amplitude (peak-to-
peak), increased from 6.5 to 10.1 (dichroic mirror and emis-
sion filter unchanged at 600 nm and >610 nm, respectively;
preparations stained with 80 p.g/ml di-8-ANEPPS). Signal-
to-noise ratios achieved with this regimen generally ranged
from 7 to 12 (peak-to-peak). The ratio was trebled with the
exchange of the tungsten halogen lamp for a 150 W xenon
short arc lamp; under comparable staining conditions, this
led to an increase in average resting fluorescence from 0.3
to 1 nA (expressed as diode photocurrents). With this ar-
rangement, signal-to-noise ratios for action potentials in
single shot experiments ranged between 25 and 40, corre-
sponding to noise in the transmembrane voltage in the range
of 2.5-4 mV.
Dye selection: bleaching and phototoxicity
The duration of an experiment with voltage-sensitive dyes is
typically limited either by bleaching of the probe molecules
leading to a decline in the signal-to-noise ratio, or by pho-
totoxic effects attnrbutable to free radical products, particu-
larly singlet oxygen, of the excited state of the dye molecules
(Oxford et al., 1977; Salzberg, 1983). Because we were in-
terested in carrying out experiments requiring continuous
illumination for more than 10 s, we reevaluated the four best
dyes emerging from the previous tests with respect to pho-
tostability and freedom from phototoxicity. For this purpose,
spontaneously active myocyte monolayers were stained with
diW-ANEPPS, di4-ANEPPS, RH 421, or RH 423 at 20
J.Lg/ml each. After equilibration, the preparations were moni-
tored continuously for up to 60 s, and the time constant of
the decay of the optical signal amplitude was determined.
TIhe results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 2. The
average time constant measured with di-8-ANEPPS (24 s)
was more than twice as long as that measured with any of the
other three dyes. Because the decay of the signal amplitude
could have been caused either by bleaching of the dye mol-
ecules or by an actual decrease in action potential amplitude
resulting from phototoxic effects, we compared the time-
course of bleaching alone (amplifiers DC-coupled) with that
of the decay of the signal amplitude for the case of di-8-
ANEPPS and di-4-ANEPPS during continuous illumination
of up to 60 s. The results of these experiments are illustrated
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FIGURE 2 Time constant for decay of the signal ampli for four dif-
ferent styryl dyes. Each column indicates, for a particular dye, the average
time cmstant obtained from n determinations of the decay of the optical
signal during continuous iumination.
in Fig. 3. For both dyes, the timecourse ofthe bleaching could
be fitted with a single exponential (R = 1.0 and 0.99 for
di-8ANEPPS and di-4-ANEPPS, respectively) with di-8-
ANEPPS showing slightly greater photstability. The major
difference between the two dyes, however, was found in the
time course of the decay of the signal amplitude. In the case
of di-4-ANEPPS, the timecourse could be fitted with a single
exponential (R = 0.99) with a decay rate roughly 10 times
faster than that of bleaching alone. In the case of di-8-
ANEPPS, however, the exponential decay of the signal am-
plitude started only after 18 s of continuous illumination, and
with a decay rate "only" 6 times faster than that of bleaching
alone. During the initial 18 s of illumination, the evolution
of the di--ANEPPS signal amplitude first matched the
bleaching curve before the decay rate began to accelerate,
finally joining the exponential decrease. On the assumption
that the bleaching process of the dye molecules located in the
cell membrane and of the dye molecules internalized into the
cytoplasm (cf. below) is identical, it is possible to suppose
that any deviation ofthe timecourse ofthe decay of the signal
amplitude from that of bleaching alone is the result of a true
decrease in action potential amplitude and can serve, there-
fore, as an index of the severity of the phototoxic effects
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FIGURE 3 Comparson between the time course ofdyeblag and the
time course of the decay of the signal amplitude during continuous ilu-
mination Normalized decay of signal amplitude (0) and decrease in total
fluorecence (@) for di--ANEPPS (A) and di-4-ANEPPS (B) The data are
fitted with single exponentials
produced by the dyes concered. DiW-ANEPPS seemed to
offer a window lasting more than 10 s, during which pho-
totoxic effects were mostly absent, whereas di-4-ANEPPS
started to affect the viability of the preparation from the very
onset of illumination.
Transfer of dyes into the cytoplasm
Having examined the two dyes under identical conditions,
the natural explanation for this difference in phototoxicity
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was the slighdy iferent molecular strcure of the two com-
pounds. Although the length of the double alkyl chains
bonded to the anilin nitrogen is 8 carbon atoms in the case
of di-8ANEPPS, it is only 4 carbon atoms in the case of
di-4-ANEPPS. This diencrenders di4-ANEPPS more
hydrophobic and, by analgy with other dyes, it is likely that
its anchoing in the celi membrane is more stable than that
of di-4-ANEPPS (Fluhler et aL, 1985). Indeed, we made the
observain that di-4-ANEPPS leaked more easily into the
interior of cells than did di-8-ANEPPS. The interalin
of the dye was discermible through the increasing staining of
intracellular organeles wi time. This inacellular stainig
which, regardless of the type of dyes used, always occurred
to a variable degree after successful staining of the mem-
brane, led to the formation of bright rings around the nucleus
and bright, randomly distbuted granules in the cytoplasm.
In contrast with the perinuclear increase in fluorecnc, the
amoumt of fluoescent aining in the center region of the
nucleus remainedu d because the nucleus, being de-
void of intranuclear membranous stuctures, offered little or
no binding subsate for the dyes which, even if they were
present in the nucleoplasm, rmained in an aqueous envi-
ronment and, thus, were virtually nonfluorescent Panels A
and B of Fig. 4 illustrate this finding. The preparations had
been stained with 80 pg/ml di-ANEPPS, and panel A is a
videomicrograph showing the fluorescence immediately
after staining. The contours of the cells were enhanced by
bright aining of the cell membe, whereas the nucleus
was not discermible. However, 38 min after staining, the in-
tense a ining had decreased, whereas the nuclei
became promient as a result of an acquired bright pe-
rinuclear halo. Based on this finding, we used the ratio of
perinuclear to nuclear fluorescence as an indicator of the
degree of internalization of individual dyes (ratio = 1, in-
dicating no increase in intracellular staining). We determined
the evolution of the brightness at different locations in the
preparation photometrially using images acquired with the
CCD camera (automatic gain control off) connected to a
framegrabber having 8-bit resolution (256 gray levels).
Nuclear and perinuclear brightness values were obtained
from intensity profiles conshucted across the center of the
nuclei and were corrected for background light levels. Mea-
surements were carried out at regular intervals up to 1 h after
staining, and the results obtained with di-4-ANEPPS and
di4-ANEPPS are shown in panel C of Fig. 4. Less than 10
min after saining, the increase in perinuclear fluorescence
had, in the case of di-4-ANEPPS, already reached more than
50% of the steady-state value attained 30 min after the be-
ginning of staining. In contast, di4-ANEPPS resulted in
negligible intracellular aining during the first 10 min after
washing away the bath applied dye and reached values com-
parable with thse seen in the case of di4-ANEPPS only
after a gradual increase in intellular fluorescence over 40
min. This finding is consistent with the idea that dyes with
longer alkyl chains are better retained in the cell membrane
and, therefore, permit recording of tansmembrane voltage
changes for longer durations than do their short alkyl chain
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FIGURE 4 Internlizatio of fluorcent dyes. (A) videomiograph re-
corded 8 mm after staining a pattemed growth cultu of myocytes with
di-8-ANEPPS. (B)v i of the same p on (different lo-
cation) taken 38 mm after staining. (C) Time couse of dye intalzation
for di-4-ANEPPS (0, n = 8) and di-8-ANEPPS (., n = 8) Preparations
were stained with 20 pg/ml each de and the ratio ofpernuclear to nuclear
fluorescence (ordinate) was monitored during the 60-min period (abscissa)
after the end of staining. See text for details.
analogues. In addition, this difference might also account in
part for the higher values of the AFIF ratios obtained with
di-8-ANEPPS: because the probe molecule stays pre-
dominantly in the cell membrane, nonspecific back-
ground staining is kept to a minimum, resulting in an
increased AF/F ratio compared with those provided by
dyes that are more readily internalized. As a result of the
findings described, di-8-ANEPPS appeared to be the dye
of choice for optical recording of transmembrane voltage
in cultured cardiac myocytes.
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Multiple site optial rdecoing from patterned
gowth y cultures
A typical example illustating the type of extrisic optical
signals provided by multiple site optical recording of trans-
membrane voltage (MSORTV) in patterned growth myocyte
cultures is illustaed in Fig. 5. It was obtained from a three-
day-old preparation ained with 80 tg/ml di-8-ANEPPS.
Panel A is a videomicrogaph depicting the shape of the
preparation, which consisted of a narrow cell strand (60 iLm
across) merging gradually with a wide cell strand (3500 jim
across) through a funnel-shaped junction. The preparation
was stimulated at 2 Hz with an extracellular electrode placed
a few iimers to the left of the image, over the thin stand.
Panel B depicts the overl patten of elecical activity recoded
during 1 s. The spatial patten of optical signal fitfully re-
prduces the geometry ofthe undelyin cell ensemble, with the
aprt exceptim of the signalrecorded by a detector posi-
tioned in the lower right qa marked with a filled square.
This signal was recorded from a region hat, because it was
A
covered by the photoresist, should have been bare of cells. How-
ever, there seemed to be electically coupled cell-"outliers" on
this photoresit part of the pattem, which is consisent with the
fluorent spot, out of focus, at the coesonding lcion in
Panel A. The shapes of the actio potentials differed among in-
dividual recording stes, both with respect to the a e ofthe
signal, and the shape of the repolarization phase. Amplitudes
tnded to be smaller tward the edge of the r g area as a
result of a slight fall-off in ilhumination at the periphe
of the field (data not shown). In additon, amplitudes were also
smaller along the edges of the fuimel and in the row of detectors
adjacent to the lower border of the thin cell stand; in both cases,
the receptive fields of individual photodiodes were only partially
covered with excitable tissue, which explains the uniform
reduction in signl amplitude.
Differences among the shapes of the transmembrane sig-
nals were confined to the repolarization phase of the action
potentials, which were occasionally distorted by the modu-
lation of light scattering by the mechanical contraction that
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FIGURE 5 Multiple site opfical recording of tanembrane voltage (MSORTV) in a patterned growth myoyte monolayer. (A) Vidh of
preparation with overlaid grid corresponding to the positons of the iuidual photodetectors. The preparation was stimulated from the left, and each detector
monitored a region of the culture measuring 60 pm x 60 an (B) Signals recorded from all 124 detectors. The round circle corresponds to the circle in
A and indicates the field of view of the CCD camera, which was slightly smaller than that of the photodiode-array. The numbering of individual detectors
corresponds to the numbering in A. The recording duration was 1 s; symbols: U, signals om "aberrant' cells on the photoresist; *, nonfunctioning detector.
(C) lllustaion ofthe distortion of the action potential shape by the motion artifact asrecorded by the fast data acquisition system inparalel with the recordings
shown in B. The signals are nonmalized, and the numbering corresponds to the numbering in A and B, respectively. (D) Expnded view of the upstroke
phase of the signals in Cwith conesponding numbering (E)Tme ofactivation recorded by each photodetector as a fdnction ofdistance (expressed as detector
number). The square symbols refer to activation times recorded in the narrow part of the preparation, and the round symbols denote activation times obtained
from the detects that monitor the expanded regwon of the tissue.
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followed activation. Examples of these movement-
dependent distortions are depicted in panel C. This shows a
superposition of the action potentials recorded by the num-
bered detectos in panels A and B. Although the upstroke
portion of the action potential and the early repolarization
phase had an essentially invariant shape, the later phase of
repolarization exhibited random distortions. The distortions
could be characterized as either positive going (#12) or
negative going (#7), but there were also a few records (e.g.,
#4) tht probably pesent the fimecour of the action po-
tential with fidelity. In general, action potential shapes with
negligible diistorions of the repolarization phases were ob-
served routinely from regions of the cultures where mono-
layers of myocytes were firmly attached to the substrate and
where they were free of adhering and intensely stained debris
(moribund cells). Alhough the motion artifacts complicted,
and sometimes precluded, the analysis of action potential
shapes, the upstroke portions of the transmembrane signals
were never contaminated, and the relatively long latency of
E-C coupling permitted the determination of activation se-
quences in the preparations. This is illustat in panel D,
which shows the activation sequence along the central row
of detectors recorded with the fist data acquisition system
Although individual upstrokes are fast rising and have com-
parable sha, activation delays along the preparation are,
on average, smaller in the narrow cell stran than in the
exnding region. This is illsated in panel E, where the
activation times determined along the row of detectors are
plotted as a funcion of distance (expressed as detector num-
ber). Both the data obtained in the narrow strand and in the
expanding part can be fited with straight lines (R = 0.999
and 0.996, respectively), whose slopes indicate an average
conduction velocity of0.29 m/s in the narrow stand and 0.16
m/s in the funneled region. Similar differences in conduction
velocity were observed in all of 9 additional experiments
performed on preparaions with the same tissue geometry,
ie., a funnel-shaped expansion: although the conduction ve-
locity in the narrow strands was 031 + 0.04 m/s (mean ±
SD, n = 9; stand width 40-60 pm), it slowed signifiantly
to 0.19 + 0.03 m/s in the exanding region (p < 0.0001;
t-test, paired samples; width of the expansion >1500 pim).
This decrease in conduction velocity by a factor of 1.6 as the
activation wavefont enters the expanding region, which was
also observed in growth patters with different coupling ge-
ometries (recangular, incised; data not shown), could be ex-
plained (see Discussion) by a change in the paking arrange-
ment of the cells in the expansion: although the cells were
elongated and aligned in the narrow stands, they were ori-
ented at random in the expansion, resulting in an increase in
the number of cell-to-cell appositions per unit length, which
can hinder impulse propagation in the expanded region.
Concordance between 1ectrkal and
Many invesfigators working with voltage-sensitive dyes
potentials closely matches the timecourse of the tansmem-
brane action potential as measured by conventional electro-
physiological means, and they have found that the fractional
fluorescence change is linearly related to the magnitude of
the transmembrane voltage change (e.g., Davila et al., 1973;
Salzberg et al., 1973; Cohen et al., 1974; Morad and Salama,
1979; Wimdisch et al., 1985, Chien and Pine, 1991). Gen-
erally, it was very difficult to imple the thin cultured myo-
cytes and to maintain a successful impalement during the
manipulations necessary to perform a simulus optical
measurement. However, the few successful experiments
showed, without exception, matching action potential shapes
for both the electical and the optical recordings. An example
ofa recording from a cell in a spontaneously firing cell mono-
layer is illustated in panel A of Fig. 6. The cell showed a
distinct phase-4 depolarization leading to a slowly rising ac-
tion potential whose repolarization phase was followed by a
hyperpolarization. Although the optical recording closely
matched the depolarization and the beginning of the repo-
larizing phase, it deviated from the intracellular recording
during the remainder of the repolarization because of the
motion artifact To verify that the fast upward deflection
measured optically was indeed an accurate reflection of the
action potential upstroke, we compared the time course ofthe
optically measured upstrokes in the presence and absence of
the inward sodium current blocker tebtrotoxin (TTX). The
amount ofTTX used (4 pM) was in the range shown by other
investigators to block sodium channels in cultures of neo-
natal rat heart cells (Robinson and Legato 1980, Cachelin
et al., 1983). The results of one such experiment are illus-
tated in panel B of Fig. 6. The preparation was stimulated
at 1.4 Hz, and the staces shown correspond to the spatially
averaged action potential upstrokes obtained simultansly
from 16 configuous detectors. The average upstroke velocity
of the action potentials recorded under control conditions
was 102 + 10 V/s (mean SD), whereas the appLcation of
1TX deessed the upstroke velocity to 34 + 4 V/s (full
effect within 5 min). This depressant effect was completely
reversible, reaching 95 20 V/s after 15 min of wash-out
ofthe drug. Repetition of this experiment in additional prepa-
rations yielded a mean depression of the upstroke velocity to
39% of control during the application of 4 pm TTX, which
was sigificntly different (p < 0.001, udent t-test) from
values obtaiined during both the control and the washout pe-
riods. This rapid and reversible action ofTIX on the velocity
of the action potential upstroke demonstrates that the fast
initial deflection of the optical recording corresponds to the
action potential upstroke, and also shows that these cultured
myocytes have functional sodium channels.
Signal transfer beween myocytes
and nonmyocytes
Despite the elaborate preplating procedure (c.f. Materials and
Methods) cardiac myocyte cultures contained a small num-
ber of noncontacting cells that are prsumably nonexcitable
have shown that the timecourse of opically recorded action
Rotr and SaWer 1309
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FIGURE 6 Microelectrode recordings of transmembrane voltage com-
pared with opical recordgs, and the effect of TTX on the optically re-
corded action potential ups.toke. (A) Superin of an actio potenti
recorded with an intracellular electrode (a) and of the scaled optical signal
of the same event recorded simultaneously (b). (B) The three cuirves shown
represent the spatial averages of 16 optical signals recorded simuhaneously
by contiguous detector obtained under control conditions (left), during the
application of 4 pm TTX (midde), and after wash-out of the drug (right).
Theamp are normalizd and the time cahlbration applies to aU taces
groups. One group, the fibroblasts, consisted of randomly
interspersed solitary large cells (roughly 2-3 times the area
of myocytes) having irregularly pointed shapes and a thin
translucent cell body devoid of coarse granulations and myo-
fibrils. The cells of the second group always occurred in
clusters forming a tight monolayer with "cobblestone" mor-
phology and bear a close resemblance to an epithelium, par-
ticularly because of the uniform polygonal shape of indi-
vidual cells. Because the origin of the second group was
either the endothelium of the endocardium/cardiac vascula-
ture or the mesothelial cells ofthe pericardium, both ofwhich
were also trypsinized during the culturing procedure, we
have termed them endotheloid cells. A recent report de-
scribed cells of exactly the same morphology as being of
epicardial mesothelial origin (Eid et al., 1992) based on im-
munohistochemical and ultrastructural evidence. Because
we made no further efforts to identify these cells exactly, we
retain the description "endotheloid" throughout this paper.
Both cell types always occurred in close contact with the
myocytes and, therefore, we were interested in whether they
were also electrically coupled to the myocytes.
An example of a large fibroblast contacting a strand of
myocytes is illustrated in Fig. 7. Electrical activity as shown
in panel B is clearly restricted to the region of the preparation
containing cells, and triangularly shaped signals can be seen
over the region covered by the fibroblast, corroborating ear-
lier findings of electrical coupling between myocytes and
fibroblasts in culture (Hyde et al., 1969; Jongsma et al.,
1989). The small negative deflection recorded two sites up
from detector 1 (and by the adjacent pixel) occurs at the same
time as the motion artifact recorded by the element below and
is likewise an isolated motion artifact Panel C shows the
superposition of normalized action potential upstrokes re-
corded from myocytes (pixels 1 and 2) from myocytes in
contact with the fibroblast (pixels 3-5) and from the fibro-
blast itself (pixels 6-9). The potentials recorded from the
fibroblast have a distinctly slower rise time than those re-
corded from the myocytes on the left, whereas the myocytes
in contact with the fibroblast show intermediate values, sug-
gesting electrical coupling between the fibroblast and the
myocytes, where the inexcitable fibroblast imposes an elec-
trical load on adjacent myocytes, slowing their upstrokes.
Electrical coupling between myocytes and the second type
of nonmyocyte cells, the endotheloid cells, is illustrated in
Fig. 8. The preparation consisted of a linear strand of myo-
cytes lying on top of a short patch of endotheloid cells form-
ing a tight cell monolayer. In the center of the field, the
continuity of the myocyte strand was maintained only by a
single cell (pixels 6-8). Although some of the signals from
the two central rows shown in panel B (e.g., pixels 6-8 cor-
responding to the myocyte strand) show typical distortions
ofthe repolarization phase resulting from motion artifacts, all
of the signals originating in the adjacent, pure endotheloid
cell layer exhibited potential changes characteristic of action
potentials, but free from any contaminating contraction ar-
tifacts. Again, as in the case of the fibroblast, this suggests
the presence of electrical coupling between myocytes and
endotheloid cells in culture. Panel C shows the upstroke por-
tions of the signals recorded from the numbered row of de-
tectors, which monitor both the endotheloid cell layer and the
overlaid myocyte strand at high temporal resolution. Impulse
propagation is clearly delayed as the action potential reaches
the constricted region. Although the leftmost detector ex-
hibits a nearly normal upstroke shape, with a negligible sec-
ondary depolarizing hump, downsteam regions show
progressively depressed upstroke amplitude and velocity,
followed by a steadily increasing secondary depolarization.
This secondary depolarization coincides in time with the up-
stroke recorded by the detectors on the right. These latter
upstrokes arise from a pronounced prepotential and are de-
layed, compared with the upstrokes recorded on the left, by
approximately 3 mis, resulting in an apparent overall velocity
of 0.02mrn/s. Whether this delay resulted from the coupling
of the endotheloid cells (presumably nonexcitable) to the
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FIGURE 7 Electrical coupling between a fibroblast and a monolayer
strand of venicular myocytes. (A) Videomicrograph of the preparation
with an overlaid grid corresponding to the positions of indivdual photo-
detectors. The preparation was stimulated from the left, and each detector
monitored ektrical activity from a region measuring 15 iLm x 15 pm. The
white line corresponds to the (partial) outline of the fibroblast. (B) Signals
recorded from all 124 detectors during a 1-s interval. The round circle cor-
responds to the circle in A, indicating the field of view of the video camera
with respect to the photodiode array. The numbering of the individual de-
tectors corrsponds to the numbering in A. (C) Action potential upstrokes
recorded by detectors imagmg the fibroblast (numbers 6-9) and the neigh-
boring myocytes; corresponding numbering.
small myocyte layer, with the increased electrical load com-
promising impulse propagation, or whether the delay was
caused by the geometry of the myocyte strand itself (Rohr
and Salzberg, 1994) with its pronounced local thinning
remains speculative.
The successful implementation of the optical recording tech-
nique for the purpose of measuring action potential propa-
gation, with microsecond time resolution, on a cellular/
subcellular scale depended on the following prerequisites.
(i) Signal-to-noise ratios had to be large enough to identify
unambiguously fiducial points from which activation delays
as small as 30 ps (detector-to-detector delay at a conduction
velocity of 05 m/s viewed with a X100 objective) could be
measured. (ii) Photodiode-amplifier combinations were re-
quired to exhibit sufficient uniformity and synchronicity to
permit the determination of activation delays with micro-
second time resolution. (iii) Phototoxicity of the potentio-
metric probes needed to be minimized to avoid unwanted
secondary effects on propagation. (iv) The positions of the
individual detectors with respect to the images of the prepa-
rations had to be determined with sufficient precision to per-
mit the derivation of structure-function-relationships. (v) De-
pending on the experimental aims, individual myocytes
contributing to propagation had to be identifiable. The last
two points are not discussed further because one of the hall-
marks of monolayer cell cultures is the ease with which in-
dividual cells can be identified, and the MSORTV system
described in Materials and Methods section, permitted the
unambiguous determination of the location of the receptive
fields of individual photodiodes in the cell layer.
The signal-to-noise ratio is, in the photon noise-limited
case, directly proportional to the maximal fluorescence
change for a given transmembrane voltage change and is
inversely proportional to the square root of the resting fluo-
rescence intensity. Therefore, we screened a wide variety of
voltage-sensitive dyes to find the probe having the highest
AF/F ratio. Di-8-ANEPPS gave the largest signals (average
AF/Fwith narrow excitation filter around 15% per 100 mV),
and was used routinely in most of our experiments. Because
our measurements were always detector noise-limited, an
increase in illumination intensity (and resting fluorescence)
should have been accompanied by a proportional increase in
the signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, we increased the incident
illumination intensity by choosing wide bandwidth
excitation filters and by replacing our original 250 W
tungsten halogen lamp with a 150 W xenon short arc
lamp. Using this approach, signal-to-noise ratios (peak-
to-peak) were increased to values (25-40) suitable for
resolving action potential upstrokes during single trial
experiments, so that unambiguous determination of ac-
tivation delays was possible. Although numerous inves-
tigators have shown that optically and electrically re-
corded action potentials are identical in shape (Salzberg
et al., 1973; Cohen et al., 1974; Salzberg et al., 1977;
Morad and Salama, 1979, Windisch et al., 1985), we
showed that the fast upstrokes measured optically in our
system depended upon the activation of voltage-sensitive
sodium channels, as evidenced by their reversible de-
pression during application of blocking amounts of TTX
(cf. Salzberg et al., 1983).
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FIGURE 8 Electrical coupling between endotheloid cells and a mono-
layer strand of ventricular myocytes_ (A) Vx crgh of the prepa-
ration with an overlaid grid coresponding to the positions of individual
photodetectors. The preparation was stimulated from the left and each de-
tector monitored electrical activity from a region measuing 15 pm x 15
pm. The black lines correspond to the outlines of individual myocytes form-
ing a thin stand on top of the endothelial layer. (B) Signals recorded from
all 124 detectors during a 1-s interval. The round circle corresponds to the
circle in A, indicating the field of view of the video camera with respect to
the photodiode array. The numbering ofididual detectors corresponds to
the numbering in A. (C) Action potential upstrokes recorded by the central
row of detectors imaging the myocytes, together with the underlying en-
dotheloid cells; corresponding numbering.
An optimal system for the determination of action poten-
tial propagation on a microscopic scale would consist of
detector-amplifier combinations having high and absolutely
identical, frequency responses. The cutoff frequency needs
to be high compared with that of the maximal frequencies
present in the biological preparation of interest, and the cor-
responding data conversion system needs to operate at a rate
high enough to resolve accurately the upstroke phase of the
action potential. Our system deviated from the ideal with
respect to the frequency response of the MSORTV
photodetector-amplifier combinations: because of the high
value of the feedback resistor in the current-to-voltage con-
verter (109 Ohm), time constants ranged between 150 and
200 ps and, therefore, were slow compared with the rise
times achieved with compensated intracellular electrode am-
plifiers (20 ps, Barr and Spach, 1977). However, the two
remaining requirements, i.e., identical frequency responses
among the detectors and high data acquisition rates could be
implemented. We achieved an optical response time homo-
geneity among all detectors of ±5 ps using the procedures
outlined in Materials and Method. This precision allowed us
to monitor accurately propagation phenomena on a micro-
scopic scale.
A significant disadvantage of optical recording, the pres-
ence of phototoxic effects tied to the generation of singlet
oxygen by the excited state of the probe molecules (Oxford
et al., 1977; Salzberg, 1983), was carefully studied to restrict
recording times to an initial interval free of such effects. We
used the time constant of the fast phase of the decay of the
action potential amplitude as a parameter to quantitate the
severity ofphotodynamic damage and found that the dye that
exhibited the highest fractional fluorescence change (di-8-
ANEPPS) also had the slowest decay of the signal amplitude.
This dye provided a window of up to 10 s, during which the
minimal decay in amplitude could be fully explained by the
dye's bleaching. Decay rates significantly in excess of the
bleaching rate occurred only after this time interval. In con-
trast, the closely related dye, di-4-ANEPPS, which differed
from diW-ANEPPS only in having a 50% shorter hydrocar-
bon chain length, exhibited major phototoxic effects from the
very start of illumination with comparable intensities.
Puzzled by this observation, and supposing that the longer
hydrocarbon chain length should enhance the retention ofthe
dye in the membrane (Fluhler et al., 1985), we tried to ex-
amine how the two dyes were internalized. We had previ-
ously noticed that the cell interior of myocytes stained with
di-4-ANEPPS turned fluorescent very shortly after the stain-
ing process. The most prominent feature of this internal stain-
ing was the appearance of a bright halo around the nucleus,
consisting most probably of local accumulations of stained
cytoplasmic membranes (Golgi, SR). The development of a
similar halo was also observed in the case of di-8-ANEPPS;
however, it appeared at a much slower rate. Because sig-
nificant probe intenalization depending upon a flip-flop pro-
cess across the membrane can be excluded by the presence
of an hydrophilic sulfonate group occurring at identical po-
sitions in both dyes, internalization should be considered in
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the context of endocytotic membrane cycling (Silverstein
et al., 1977). We can speculate that, given equal levels of
endocytotic membrane cycling, the dye with the lower mem-
brane binding constant (di-4-ANEPPS) would be more prone
to depart the endocytotic vesicle after fusion with other in-
tracellular cell organelles. Di-8ANEPPS, on the other hand,
would have an increased tendency to stay in the membrane
and become reintegrated into the cell membrane during the
process of "membrane shuttling" between these intracellular
organelles and the sarcolemma. The difference in the rate of
internalization and the difference in photodynamic potency
between these two very similar dyes could possibly be ra-
tionalized by the suggestion that the free radicals, including
singlet oxygen, having the most deleterious effects are those
generated in the cell interior, whereas those arising in or near
the cell membrane exhibit a delay of several seconds before
the onset of phototoxicity.
With our system for MSORTV, we have been able to ob-
serve the patterns of electrical activity in both normal mono-
layer cultures of neonatal rat heart cells and in cultures where
the growth of cells has been patterned to study the depen-
dence of impulse propagation on the cellular architecture of
the underlying excitable tissue. Experiments with myocyte
patterns consisting of narrow cell strands merging abruptly
with wide tissue expansions revealed that impulse propaga-
tion velocity was 1.6 times faster in the narrow strands than
in the expanded regions. Because differences in active mem-
brane properties can be ruled out as the cause for this finding
(homogeneous cell population), it is likely that the difference
results from the passive properties of the cellular network,
similar to the anisotropic conduction found in the intact heart
(Clerc, 1976). A likely morphological substrate for the dif-
fering passive properties in the two regions is the consistent
finding that cells in narrow growth channels were elongated
and aligned, whereas those in expanded regions were slightly
more rounded and randomly aligned. From previously pub-
lished morphological data on patterned growth cultures
(Rohr et al., 1991), it can be calculated that, on average,
cell-to-cell boundaries in narrow channels with elongated
and aligned cells occur every 52 pim, whereas in expanded
regions (monolayers) these boundaries occur 21 pim apart
(mean cytoplasmic distances within rectangular cells mea-
suring 55 pm X 16 p.m, which are aligned at random with
respect to the direction of propagation of the action poten-
tial). Based on (i) these cell-to-cell distances; (ii) the as-
sumption that conduction velocity within a cell is indepen-
dent of the direction of the propagating impulse; (iii) the
finding that gap junctions are uniformly distributed along the
cell boundaries (results from immunohistochemical stainings
for connexin 43 in these cultures; data not shown); and (iv)
the differences in conduction velocity in the thin (0.31 mWs)
vs. the wide (0.19 mWs) region ofthe preparation, we calculate
that the activation wavefront is delayed by approximately 70
ps at the cell-to-cell boundaries. This value, which suggests
discontinuous impulse propagation at the level of single
myocytes, is slightly lower than previous direct determina-
and Salzberg, 1992b; Fast and Kleber, 1993). This difference
can be explained by the circumstance that the homogeneous
distribution of gap junctions along the cell boundaries offers
the depolarizing current a collateral path through neighbor-
ing cells, thereby decreasing the effect of the recurrent aug-
mentations in longitudinal (junctional) resistance.
We sometimes observed that two types of noncontracting
and presumably nonexcitable cells, fibroblasts and endothe-
loid cells, grew in close contact with myocytes in our cultures
(Rohr et al., 1991). Earlier attempts to impale these cells with
microelectrodes had failed because of the thinness ofthe cells
and because their membranes are very fagile. Optical re-
cording now offered the possibility of studying whether these
cells were electically coupled to the myocytes. The optical
signals recorded from fibroblasts were identical to those re-
corded from myocytes, except for their slower upstroke ve-
locity and the absence of a motion artifact. These findings are
in agreement with earlier descriptions of electrical coupling
between these two cell types (Hyde et al., 1969; Jongsma et
al., 1989) and the reduced upstroke velocity exhibited by the
myocytes with increasing proximity to the fibroblast illus-
trates the electrical load imposed by the fibroblast on the
active cells. With respect to the second cell type, the endo-
theloid cells, a recent report (Eid et al., 1992) described the
existence of dye coupling (lucifer yellow) between cells of
exactly the same morphology (identified as being of
epicardial-mesothelial origin) and apposed myocytes in a
culture system. Our results demonstrate that, in addition,
these cells are well coupled among themselves electrically,
and coupled also to the cardiac myocytes. The shapes of the
optical signals recorded from these cells were also similar to
those of action potentials normally recorded from myocytes,
with the exception that, once again, no signs of motion ar-
tifact were present. In the example presented, impulse propa-
gation recorded from a thin strand of myocytes lying on top
of the cobblestone-like cell layer was delayed by several
milliseconds while crossing the patch of endotheloid cells.
Because of the electrical coupling between the two types of
cells, it can be argued that the electrotonic load represented
by the passive endotheloid cells on the thin strand of myo-
cytes critically drained the activation current that would oth-
erwise have contributed to excitation downstream, thereby
giving rise to the large delay. The slowing of propagation,
however, could also have resulted directly from the extreme
narrowing of the myocyte strand, as is shown in a different
paper (Rohr and Salzberg, 1994).
In conclusion, we have been able to record low noise op-
tical signals, representing electrical activity, from cultures of
neonatal rat heart cells at high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion. The signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient to determine ac-
tivation delays between adjacent regions of the tissue sepa-
rated by 15 jiim, without averaging, using a di-octyl styryl
dye. This molecular voltmeter proved to be a suitable indi-
cator in terms both of fractional fluorescence change per unit
change in membrane potential and of decreased propensity
for causing photodynamic damage. Using this system, we
tions ofjunctional delays in chains of single myocytes (Rohr
Rohr and Salzberg 1313
could show that ventricular myocytes were electricaRy
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coupled to both fib-oblasts and endotheloid cells, which were
sporadically present in the cultures. The opticaly measured
tial and temporl characteristics ofpr a ting action po
tentials revealed that, as in the intact heart, conduction ve-
locity depends upon the micro-architecture of the tissue; the
results obtained from morphological and functional compan-
sons between narrow and wide cell strands support the model
ofdiscontinuous propagation at the level of single myocytes.
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